water, Whitlark believes testing once or twice a year is enough to be able to make decisions on the quality of that water and whether or not you need to treat it.

As far as the testing itself goes, Whitlark advises superintendents to send a sample to a local lab. Samples should be obtained at the source or incoming pipe, if it's accessible. If you have multiple irrigation lakes, a sample should be obtained from each. A sample should also be taken from a quick coupler or sprinkler furthest away from the pump station.

"Poor water quality, at least certain constituents of it, may not manifest itself to the casual eye, even the superintendent's, until things reach a tipping point."

- Jeff Bowman, Irrigation Consulting

“You want to get an idea of the source, what’s sitting in the lake and ultimately what’s going out on the turf, because in some cases the quality can be very different," Whitlark says. "It could mean you’re collecting salt somewhere in the irrigation lake, and typically that’s what happens.”

Because irrigation is considered a non-potable use of water, it can have a certain level of bacteria in it, so when taking a sample you don’t need to use a sterile container, according to Bowman. A lab will test it for the constituents that could make a difference in turf health – because there are a lot of constituents that wouldn’t make a difference. Also, the average well or pond wouldn’t need to be tested for bacteria, but a lab would want to test effluent water for it.

Once the results are in, you can do your homework and interpret them yourself and or have someone else do it.

“It depends on how much time you have to educate yourself,” Bowman says. “There are many good resources available via the Web. Extension services and universities have publications on interpreting water quality data. If you don’t want to do it yourself, then consultation is something you should consider.”

Jason Stahl is a Cleveland-based writer and frequent GCI contributor.
COMBINING THE ART WITH THE SCIENCE

Coming off an amazing trip to the US Open, I can't help but think of what would have been had the rains stayed away and the course truly firmed up. The announcers wouldn't have asked Merion's director of grounds, Matt Shaffer, about the possibility of players shooting 17 to 19 under par (which Matt immediately laughed off by saying "That's not going to happen."). Instead they would have probably asked whether the winning score would have been par.

As it turns out, Merion got over six inches of rain during the week and was still able to fend off the best golfers in the world, leaving Justin Rose the winner at an astounding 1 over par. Had it been dry, the winning score may have embarrassed most of the pros, as well as the USGA.

Regardless of the US Open outcome, water management is probably one of the most important aspects of turfgrass management. More importantly, it's not just about how to add water, but how to remove it as well.

At universities across the country, we all share the same mantra of "deep and infrequent" when it comes to the application of water to turfgrass. We sometimes talk about replenishing the system to a set percentage of the ET. We may even go into detail about the current techniques and technology that allows for rapid movement of water through soil profiles.

While overviews and generalities (along with some hard facts) can be offered to students, the practice of adding water as well as removing it is as much of an art as it is a science.

I often hear of students coming back from their internship stating how they "dragged hose all summer." My initial reply is, "Wow! That must have been a great internship." When I say this, I am not being facetious. Most superintendents I know in the cesspool that is the mid-Atlantic region of the U.S. trust only their best employees to chase wilt on the greens.

As with many agronomic practices, there's no one right way to irrigate. Every golf course is different and in some cases each putting green may react differently to moisture. Some superintendents rely on their overhead irrigation to replenish the system.

In the past (and currently for many seasoned veterans), the right time to water or syringe is often left to non-scientific methods such as pulling soil cores, watching for "foot-printing", or a variety of other methods learned through years of experience.

The science of water management on a golf course, however, is slowly evolving. In-ground moisture sensors can provide real-time readings of volumetric water content. The use of handheld moisture meters continues to increase and many superintendents are having staff use these to assist in determining water requirements.

While there's no doubt that these tools are improving our ability to limit our water use (remember, overwatering probably kills more grass than anything else), there are still subtleties among greens and even areas on greens that require the operator to make some judgment calls.

One question I often get when I pull out a moisture meter is "What should my percent moisture be?" The answer is "it depends." It depends on the soil type (sand vs. native), the species (creeping bent vs. annual bluegrass), the specific areas on and around the green and other factors. While some putting greens may not begin to wilt until percent volumetric water content dips into the single digits, others may wilt in the upper teens. There is no universal number everyone can use to determine water requirements at their course.

Water management isn't only about putting supplemental water into a system. In the case of Merion last month, it was about getting the water out. Merion was constructed in the 1800's and has excellent surface drainage. Leading up to the U.S. Open, the club also installed internal drainage to help remove excess water from the greens.

A variety of practices were implemented on the greens leading up to the U.S. Open, including drill and fill, dryjecting, conventional coring and use of the grade. According to Shaffer, "installation of the XGD was the ticket" when it came to moving water through the greens.

In addition to the practices implemented on the greens, fairway programs were critical to keep the course playable during the storms. Beginning in 2005, Shaffer solid tined the fairways twice a year and applied 15 tons of sand per acre after each coring. An additional 20 tons were applied annually in a series of "dustings."

One of the biggest saviors for the fairways during the Championship was the use of the fairway rollers to squeegee water out of the fairways. "I'm not sure if this would be considered a sound agronomic practice, but it helped the fairways dry out faster," said Shaffer. These decisions for the greens and fairways allowed his crew to stay within their planned heights of cut and cut or double cut at least once a day, despite the periodic rains throughout the week.

The combination of internal and surface drainage, the many years of...
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MARK ESODA, CGCS, CALLS APPLYING WATER TO TURFGRASS FOR THE OPTIMUM COMBINATION OF PLAYABILITY AND TURF HEALTH "INSANELY DIFFICULT" TO DO. EVERY GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT ON THE PLANET KNOWS THAT, BUT THE TRICK IS GETTING MEMBERS TO GRASP THAT CONCEPT.

"THEY GET ENLIGHTENED WHEN YOU TELL THEM HOW MANY SPRINKLER HEADS YOU HAVE AND HOW MUCH CONTROL YOU HAVE AND HOW OFTEN YOU SCOUT AND CHANGE AND ADJUST EACH DAY," SAYS ESODA OF ATLANTA COUNTRY CLUB. "IT BECOMES A REAL EYE OPENER FOR ANY LAYMAN WHO DOESN'T MANAGE WATER FOR A LIVING."

ESODA SAYS THE CONVERSATION AT COMMITTEE MEETINGS AT HIS CLUB TYPICALLY REVOLVES AROUND PLAYABILITY, WITH MEMBERS EXPRESSING THEIR PREFERENCE FOR DRIER CONDITIONS. ESODA AND HIS CREWS WILL THEN MAKE ADJUSTMENTS TO ACHIEVE THOSE CONDITIONS.

ANOTHER COMMON CONCERN AMONG ATLANTA CC MEMBERS IS WHETHER THE COURSE HAS ENOUGH WATER. IN THIS DAY AND AGE WHEN EVERYONE FALLS UNDER RESTRICTIONS AT SOME POINT OR ANOTHER, THIS IS BECOMING A FREQUENT Worry.

"OUR GENERAL RESPONSE IS, 'YES, WE HAVE ENOUGH FOR THE GRASS, BUT NOT FOR THE AESTHETICS,'" ESODA SAYS. "AND WE TELL THEM YOU CAN'T PUMP WATER JUST TO KEEP A LAKE FULL; YOU HAVE TO MANAGE YOUR VOLUME AND HOW MUCH YOU USE. THAT TENDS TO TURN PEOPLE INTO SUPPORTERS WHERE THEY'LL SAY, 'HEY, IT HAS BEEN REALLY DRY AND I CAN'T BELIEVE THE COURSE IS SO GOOD!'"

THE KEY IS TO COMMUNICATE EARLY AND OFTEN SO MEMBERS ARE KEPT APPRAISED OF WHAT'S GOING ON. A MONTHLY NEWSLETTER GOES A LONG WAY IN THIS REGARD;
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the July edition will often talk about water conservation and how members can play their part by restricting watering at home.

"The regulatory community likes for us to pass along information to our constituents to help them understand to not use irrigation as a toy but as a limited resource," Esoda says.

Esoda says he has a good relationship with the local homeowners association, so for the most part they understand the course’s water needs. Their main concern is not the club’s water use but the flooding that occurs in the lower parts of the course near the Chattahoochee River. If a resident did accuse the club of stealing water out of a pond, they could put an article in the homeowners association’s magazine to clear things up.

"If you start your relations early and use them, you’ll have a better chance of getting people on your side when there are issues of completely dry lakes and the fingers first get pointed at the course when all my neighbors are actually pulling the water out and not me," he says.

Esoda also encourages superintendents to join water associations as a way to spread the truth about golf courses’ water use. He belongs to the Georgia Association of Water Professionals and the Chattahoochee Riverkeeper. "The message to the community is that we are a business and have unintended benefits to them: green space, wildlife habitat, etc," he says. "And we support the community through jobs. The difference between the grass in your front yard and my course is jobs – it doesn’t need more water or fertilizer, we just mow it more. When we’re attacked and our water use is called ‘non-essential consumptive,’ we say imagine going to dirt. The unintended consequences would be worse: runoff, silt, loss of habitat, etc. It’s better to encourage good management, use and conservation then cut somebody off. Then what do you do with those people now out of work in this economy?"

Ken Gorzycki, director of agronomy at Horseshoe Bay Resort in Horseshoe Bay, Texas, also finds it pays off to be involved in local water associations. He serves on water conservation and water management committees of the Lower Colorado River Authority.

"Staying involved allows you to handle things on a proactive rather than reactive basis," he says.
That proactive approach – and keeping emotions out of the conversation – has helped him avoid battles with the members and community when the topic of water comes up.

“I just stick to the facts,” Gorzycki says. “I let it be known that we all need to be conserving water, not just on the course but on home lawns as well. I keep reminding members and area residents that we’re in the middle of a drought and we all need to do our share to get through it.”

Gorzycki tells people that he uses mostly reclaimed water, and he only supplements it with raw water out of the lake when absolutely necessary. Like Esoda, he believes the golf industry has a good story to tell when it comes to using water.

“We’re perceived as being this big, huge water hog, but in fact we only use half of one percent of the available water, and any good water conservation plan is looking for a 10 to 20 percent reduction at minimum,” he says. “We don’t need to apologize for our water use; we need to take credit for the things we’re doing well with water conservation.”

The question Gorzycki gets most often from members regarding water has to do with their own personal lawns versus the
course. "They'll ask, 'Why don't you run that sprinkler behind my house more because I have a dry area there?'" he says. "My answer is because those are the perimeters of the course. We're in a drought, so we're maintaining more down the middle of the course, and the perimeters will scorch some during the heat of summer. We will put some irrigation [on the perimeters], enough to keep them alive but not enough to keep it lush. We need to be reducing our irrigated area, not increasing it."

Another frequent request from people is to put water into near empty streams behind their houses to flush them out, but Gorzycki must again put on his water steward hat.

"I explain to them that it's just not a good use of the water," he says. "I tell them that when we get a rainfall, it will flush those streams out and make them healthy again to support wildlife. It's not a good perception in the community either to see water running down a creek to flush it out."

Mark Esoda: "The message to the community is that we are a business and have unintended benefits to them: green space, wildlife habitat, etc.
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“If you start your relations early and use them, you’ll have a better chance of getting people on your side when there are issues of completely dry lakes and the fingers first get pointed at the course when all my neighbors are actually pulling the water out and not me.”

- Mark Esoda, Atlanta Country Club

Even the mayor once asked Gorzycki if he could put water in certain areas he felt could use it, and he had to remind him that they were still in a huge drought and that wouldn’t be a smart use of water.

“A lot of people get tunnel vision. Our golf course community has a constant level lake, but the lakes that feed it are not constant level. Also, we have a power plant on our lake that has to maintain a certain level. Because our lake is full, they forget that other lakes are below 40 percent capacity. You have to keep reminding them that just because our lake is full doesn’t mean we have unlimited water to use.”

Gorzycki gets the word out to members via a weekly email that features a column written by him, and a monthly newsletter.

“Even during cooler, wetter times when water use is not much of a focus, I keep trying to remind them that we still need to conserve water even though we just got a rain a few weeks ago because we’re still under a drought,” he says.

John O’Keefe of Preakness Hills Country Club in Wayne, New Jersey, says his members for the most part understand his water strategy, but they do often ask why his crews are still “pulling hoses” after installing a $1.4 million irrigation system 10 years ago.

“Then I go into a dissertation on how they still don’t have many irrigation systems with a set of eyeballs, and you don’t want to turn on a head that will irrigate a 120-foot diameter circle when you only need to water two or three spots on a green,” he says.

Once in awhile, members will also ask general watering questions, and O’Keefe will explain to them in layman’s terms why a plant sometimes needs help.

“I use the analogy of working out. If you’re really starting to get hot and sweaty, what’s the first thing you do? You take a light drink of water. A plant is no different. If it’s a hot day out there, the plant is trying to keep up with its cooling process and it just doesn’t do enough, so you have to give it a light shot with a syringe.”

One question O’Keefe doesn’t receive is, “Why aren’t you putting more water down?” Like the members at Atlanta CC, his members prefer dry conditions for more roll.

“They don’t want to see the whole place golden brown, but they would rather see it a little firm with a little wilt here or there or off color rather than lush green and really wet,” he says. “We try to provide that the best we can. I have three assistants, and we’re out there watching the course on a daily basis.”

Jason Stahl is a Cleveland-based writer and frequent GCI contributor.